The Consequences

Freedman demonstrates a keen understanding of relationships. --Publishers WeeklyIn the
riveting follow-up to her acclaimed debut novel, Colette Freedman explores the aftermath of
infidelity from three different perspectives--husband, wife, and mistress. The end of an affair
may be only the beginning. . .Over the course of one tumultuous Christmas Eve, Kathy
Walker confirmed her suspicions about her husbands affair, confronted his mistress,
Stephanie, and saved her marriage. She and Robert have eighteen years, two teenagers, and a
film production business between them--plus a bond that Kathy has no intention of giving up
on. Yet though Robert is contrite, Kathy cant quite silence her doubts. While Robert reels from
his wifes ultimatum and his mistresss rejection, Stephanie makes a discovery: shes pregnant.
Her resolve to stay away from Robert wavers now that they could make a real family together.
And in the days that follow, Stephanie, Robert, and Kathy must each reckon with the intricate
realities of desire, the repercussions of betrayal, and the secrets that, once revealed, ripple
through lives and relationships in thoroughly unexpected ways. Praise for The Affair by
Colette Freedman Skillfully explores the complex and nuanced landscape of a troubled
marriage. --Kristin HannahAn addictive page-turner, as three ordinary people are caught in an
extraordinary triangle of love, sex, and commitment. --Jackie CollinsExceptionally engaging.
. .the final pages will leave readers pondering exactly what it means to love. --RT Book
Reviews, 4 StarsOne of the twelve best books to get you through the winter. --MSN.com
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